Treason was a fun book to write, but I did so with some trepidation. The plot structure of each book in the Trident Deception series determines which characters play dominant roles, and Christine O’Connor is forefront in Treason. Although the Trident Deception books don’t have a true main character — the novels use a montage approach featuring Captain Murray Wilson, SEAL Jake Harrison, Christine O’Connor, and the president — if you had to hang your hat on someone, it’d be Christine, because she’s the only one of the four main characters who can move around. Anyway, this is a long-winded explanation of why Christine O’Connor is featured so heavily in Treason. Primarily, it’s just the way the plot turned out. See more of Treason the Book on Facebook.

At the outbreak of the First World War he held the rank of general and commanded the XX Corps. After leading an attack into Germany he was sent to shore up the situation in front of Paris and fought the first Battle of the Marne, which repulsed the massive German attack. Maxime Weygand was his chief of staff. Suggestion to Viewers: If you’re little serious about your studies, you should never consider eBooks/Books in PDF. The reason is the electronic devices divert your attention and also cause strains while reading eBooks. Kindly, Switch to hard copy of this Book & Buy it officially from the publishers and utilize your potential efficiently and with more confident.
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